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MINISTER’S FOREWORD 
 

 

It is a privilege to present the School Learning Improvement Plan Policy to the 
people of Papua New Guinea especially to the schools and its stakeholders, 
government agencies, donor partners and NGOs, Provincial and the National 
Government. 

 

Since 2006, the School Learning Improvement Plan (SLIP) has been implemented in 
the schools across Papua New Guinea .SLIP is a school-based planning tool that 
aims to improve School Management and Student Learning. 

 

In the Plan, each school develops a three year Annual SLIP to provide a roadmap for teachers, parents and 
school boards to undertake improvements in seven key areas over each year. SLIP will also help the school 
managers to correctly allocate and report on the government initiatives and other school income 
systematically in one school budget across the SLIP target areas and also provide good expenditure records. 
 

SLIP as an innovative program is aimed at improving School Management with the long-term goal of 
improving Student Learning Achievement. Student learning is seen as a crucial indicator of Quality Education 
in the Papua New Guinea and this has to be given the utmost attention in all levels of education in our 
country. 
 

The government since 2012 has seen education as one of its priorities and has supported the sector 
immensely through its annual budgets. The Tuition Fee Free Education has always received the biggest slice 
of the education budget, and these monies go directly to the school accounts. To make GTFS and other 
school income achieve its intended purposes, SLIP is to be used by all in the school level. 
 

PNG‟s school layered approach of sharing responsibilities between the School Administration, 

Governing Councils, Board of Governors and SLIP Committee to achieve balanced and effective school management 

and governance has the potential to achieve high-level engagement and ownership from the community under SLIP. By 

including all stakeholders in the holistic approach to school development, better management and greater accountability 

at the school level and positive impact on Student Learning Achievement is achievable. 

 

Educating a child is everyone‟s business. As such, it is the desire of everyone to see an effective 

learning institution that provides quality and better education for our children. The (SLIP) is promoting the concept of 

“Good Governance, Transparency and Accountability” to be practiced by all schools. 
 
 

 

…………………………….  
Hon. Joseph Yoppyopy  

Minister for Education  
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SECRETARY’S MESSAGE  

 

Consistent with the National Education Plan, other Education Policies, initiatives and 
interventions, the SLIP is focused to the whole school improvement and accountability at the 
school level. The desired intention of SLIP is to make all schools become conducive and 
effective learning institution thus influencing positive development of rational minded students 
in the communities. 

 

SLIP will support the National Department of Education Plan and is a tool to facilitate whole school improvement. It 
recognizes the sound planning processes that occur in effective schools across PNG and seek to build on them for 
much better results. 
 

Also SLIPs will form the basis of a coordinated approach to collaborative planning processes and will be an avenue for 
communicating the results of improvement efforts to parents and the wider community. 
 

In the early 1990s, Papua New Guinea has been reforming its highly decentralized education system in order to improve 
the quality of education. Over-time, the focus was on the improvement of Student Learning Achievement and this has 
resulted in the development of SLIP. 
 

In our schools and learning institutions, there are usually more needs that are to be addressed in any one year. As such, 
a SLIP provides an agreed boundary for the focus of an improvement agenda for the students, staff and the community 
in a given period of time. 
 

It is important to understand the SLIP processes in order to gain commitment from all stakeholders. As school leaders, 
we have to know that Management of school improvement will come about when there is a change in the way we 
manage our schools. Involvement of all stakeholders in the development of school plans for improvement is of great 
importance. 
 

Schools and communities are encouraged to be more innovative and develop a SLIP which is responsive to the National 
Department of Education requirements and policy priorities as outlined in the NEP and Provincial Education Plans, 
District Education Plans and also to the needs of their community. Schools will therefore need to ensure that the 
processes used to develop their SLIP include input from all groups in the school community. The choice of strategies to 
address individual focus areas within the plan should be guided by knowledge of effective classroom and school 
practice, including the strategies that will provide the basis for innovation and new thinking in schools. 
 

SLIPs will vary according to the size and complexity of individual schools. Manageable and achievable objectives must 
be set for each year of the three year plan with objectives set. These will reflect the National Department of Education 
and the school‟s priorities. 
 
 

 

…………………………….  
Dr. Uke Kombra, PhD  
Secretary for Education  
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PART A: POLICY 

 

1. POLICY STATEMENT  

 

All schools in the National Education System to have a School Learning Improvement Plan for: 
 

• Quality Learning Standards 

• Quality School Leadership 

• Positive School Environment 

• Effective School Management 

• Active Stakeholder Partnership 
 

2. DOCUMENT AUTHORITY  
 

 

This policy derives its authority from the Education Act of 1983, Sections 28, 61(3) 62, (1)(a)(b)(c)(d)(i)(ii). 
 
 

 

3. INTENT   
The SLIP policy is intended to: 
 

1) Establish a framework for effective planning, implementing, reviewing and reporting activities performance and 
achievement of a school.  

2) Promote quality learning outcomes, life skills, Christian values and principles in schools. 
3) Create a safe, healthy and happy school environment conducive for students and teachers including students 

with special needs. 
4) Support teachers personal and professional growth and advancement 
5) Instill good leadership, governance and accountability in school management of resources 
6) Empower Governing Bodies to make informed decisions and carry out their roles and responsibilities 

effectively. 
7) Implement major education policies and initiatives to produce quality education in schools 
8) Encourage wider participation by stakeholders through collaborative decision making and implementation in 

school activities.  
9) Accommodate interventions by Agencies, Churches, NGOs and Development Partners into schools that 

support student learning 
10) Account for transparent expenditures for GTFS and all other school funds according to its priority areas. 
11) Encourage schools to be more self-reliant 
12) Identification of the focus and boundaries of change 
13) Promotion of  cleanliness, safe and conducive learning environment 
14) Evidence-based service delivery model of the district and schools 

 

4. OUTCOMES   
When SLIP is effectively implemented in schools, the intended outcomes are: 
 

1) Increased  access and  retention rate of students  
2) Highly academic and competent students. 
3) Improved discipline good behaviour, attitudes, values and respect towards one another. 
4) Motivation of  teachers to be proactive to improve their performance and uphold professionalism 
5) Improvement of  school leadership and governance 
6) Establishment of sustainable realistic school budget management  
7) Strengthening of team work, community support, engagement and ownership over the school. 
8) Establishment of transparent and prudent management systems of maximizing limited school resources  
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9) Establishment of public  trust, confidence and active participation 

10) Awareness of and compliance to  policies and interventions  
11) Effective efforts to relieve pressures that arise from the many competing priorities that head teachers and 
staff continually face 

12) Communication on ongoing progress for  the achievements of schools to the wider public 
13) Raise public awareness of what schools are doing and how they plan to achieve 

 

5. RULES   
The following rules are compulsory; 
 

1) All schools to have a SLIP 
2) All schools have a SLIP Committee that will operate within an approved Terms of Reference (ToR) 
3) All SLIP activities are align to the National Education Plan focus areas. 
4) The SLIP Committee must be established and approved by school boards.  
5) All stakeholders of the school community must collaboratively develop a SLIP 

6) Schools to develop SLIP according to the S. M.A.R.T1   and K.I.S.S principles2 

7) All SLIP must have the following seven Focus Areas which include; 
I. Curriculum and Student Learning, 

II. Student Welfare,  
III. Need Based Staff Development, 

 

V. Administration, Leadership and Management, 
VI. Good Governance and Community Relationships, 

VII. Finance and School Budget. 
8) All SLIPs to have the  following 6 Components  

I. Vision Statement, 
II. Mission Statement, 

III. Context Statement, 
 

V. Annual Action Plan and 
 

9) All SLIPs are developed according the following order 
I.Awareness, 

II. Planning, Implementation, 
III. Internal Review and  
IV.External Review 

10) Needs Analysis must be carried out as part of the SLIP development. 
11) SLIP to be simple enough for everyone  to understand and  translate  into action 
12) SLIP development to be based on all resources readily available at the school 
13) SLIP to be approved by the PEA. 
14) Internal Review to be conducted annually by Internal Assessors with internal assessors reports made 

available to all stakeholders  
15) External Reviews are conducted by External Assessors at the end of the third year with external assessors 

report made available to all stakeholders. 
16) SLIP to be developed on a realistic budget 

 
 
 

6. RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPLIANCE  

 

The major stakeholder groups responsible for implementing and complying with the SLIP include;  
 

 
1 SMART-Simple, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic & Time bound. (see Definitions) 
 

2 KISS-Keep It Short and Simple 
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6.1 The Students- Students are the most important stakeholder and the direct beneficiary of this policy. To ensure this 
policy is effectively implemented, the students take responsibility for their Personal Education Life and Participate 
meaningfully in their SLIP activities. 

 

6.2 The Teachers- Teachers are important stakeholders that provide right necessities for quality education for 
students and are key players in SLIP activities. To ensure that this policy is successfully implemented, the 
teachers are responsible for effective teaching and participation in SLIP activities at the Schools including 
Professional growth and Advancement in their career path.  

6.3 Governing Bodies- The school board includes Board of Management, Board of Governors and Governing 
Councils. This body will make decisions for SLIP in the school in consultations with the existing guidelines, rules, 
laws and policies of the Education Department and the Teaching Service Commission. 

 

6.4 The SLIP Leader- The Head Teacher is the accountable school leader on the ground that leads and guides the 
school to run smoothly towards achieving its common goals. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the Head 
Teacher is responsible for; maintaining good governance and accountability, providing leadership in SLIP activities 
and leading by practical examples for everyone. 

 

6.5 The Parents and Citizenship (P&C)- Parents are the major stakeholders that constantly supply 
students‟ enrolment at the school every year. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the Parents and 
Citizenship participate in developing SLIP using the five steps. 

 

6.6 The SLIP Committee- The SLIP committee approved by BOM/GC or BOG is guided by a ToR and is responsible 
for the implementation, reviewing, reporting and evaluating of SLIP. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the 
SLIP Committee is responsible for; implementation of SLIP activities and other policies and initiatives 

 

6.7 The School Inspectors School Inspectors are quality assurance officers or SLIP leaders in the inspectorates and 
provinces. They train, guide and support in the development of SLIP that will transform the schools and provide 
quality education for the students. To ensure this policy is implemented, the School Inspectors are responsible for; 
supporting schools to develop their SLIP, monitor, evaluate and review report. 

 

6.8 The District Education Administrators- They are administrative leaders in the districts that implements policy 
directives and monitor educational activities in the schools. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the District 
Education Managers are responsible for; making sure every school develop a SLIP. 

 

6.9 The Provincial Education Advisors- The PEAs lead the Education Division in the province. They ensure that 
quality education is delivered in our schools and that student learning is improved with high academic 
achievements. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the Provincial Education Advisor/Directors are 
responsible for; enforcing every school to develop and implement SLIP. The Provincial Education Advisors 
authorize the SLIP for implementation. 

 

6.10 External Stakeholders- The external stakeholders are organizations that are nonmembers of the education 
department having an interest to partner with the school to pursue developments identified by SLIP. These can be 
a government and its agents, faith-based organizations, non-government organizations and development partners. 

 

To ensure this policy is implemented, the external stakeholders are responsible for 
 

i.) Close consultation and agreement with the school administration and management on identified needs as per 
the SLIP.  

ii.) Compliance to standards processes and requirements are agreed by SLIP and approved by the Department of 
Education. 

iii.) Ensure school development initiatives meet all government and support agents‟ standards and regulations. 
 

6.11 The Secretary- The Secretary ensure the implementation of the SLIP and the terms within the SLIP Policy. The 
incumbent ensures all schools in the national education system provide quality education for all children through 
SLIP. To ensure that this policy is implemented, the Secretary for Education is responsible for issuing policy 
directives and instructions to enforce all schools under the National Education System to implement SLIP.  
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6.12 Elected Representative- Provide support to the SLIP activities through the LLGSIP, DSIP and PSIP or other 
support initiatives available. 

 

7. SCOPE  
 

This policy covers all schools operating in the National Education System and applies to all provinces and 
districts. They are Early Childhood Education Centres, Prep Schools, Primary Schools, High Schools, 
Secondary Schools, National High Schools, Business Colleges, Technical Colleges, Poly tech Institutes, 
Inclusive Education Centers, Vocational Schools, Teachers Colleges, FODE with approved permitted schools 
that are beneficiaries of Government Tuition Fee Subsidy and other sources. 
 

8. DEFINITIONS   
Key terms used in this policy are defined below according to the context of School Learning 
Improvement Plan‟s language and usage 
 

8.1 School Learning Improvement Plan- Bottom-up plan that compliments and supports the NEP and other 
sector plans. It is collaboratively planned by all valued partners. 

 

8.2 School - A learning institution with standard requirement that consists of various stakeholder groups like 
students, teachers, parents, Governing Boards and other agencies that support and sustain its operations 
through effective development and implementation of School Learning Improvement Plan. 

 

8.3 Learning - Process in which a learner acquires or attains new skills, knowledge and attitude from study through 
formal or informal settings. It is gained through effective teaching from approved curriculum in an organized 
and structured system. 

 

8.4 Improvement - Process of making better or becoming better than the existing state or situation. This is done 
through effective planning, coordination and monitoring to ensure that there is a positive change that makes a 
difference. This happens when the usual practice or system becomes obsolete or is unproductive. 

 

8.5 Planning - Process or gathering information, making judgment and designing on a new way of doing things or 
cause of action for a change. That is knowing where we are, what we have, where we want to go, how we get 
there and knowing how we arrived at a desired destination. 

 

8.6 Vision - A dream picture of what of the school community wishes to achieve or see it happen through 
implementing the SLIP. This vision can be short-term or long term but it must achieve its outcomes. 

 

8.7 Mission - Underlying statements that drive the school to plan act believe and achieve its outcomes as to why 
the school exist, whom it serve and what services does the school provide. It contains the principles to achieve 
the school vision.  

8.8 Context Statement - The type, size, location, demographics and the unique features that make up the school. 
It provides a brief overview of current curriculum in use and other special programs the school may have. It 
also provides the assessment of schools current situation and serves as the basis to formulate school Vision 
Statement. 

 

8.9 Focus Areas - Priority areas for allocating available resources to make improvements that will lead to effective 
teaching and subsequently boost quality learning by the students. The order for arrangements is made 
according to its importance and relevance to support student learning through SLIP priority. The order remains 
and is unchangeable in this arrangement: 

i. Curriculum and Students Learning,  
ii. Need Based Staff Development and Training  
iii. Leadership Management and Administration,  
iv. Student Needs and Welfare  
v. Infrastructure Maintenance and Development,  
vi. School Governance and Community Relationships,  
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vii. School Budget to support SLIP 

 

8.10 Annual Action Plan - An extract of activities to be carried out in a year from the three- year rolling SLIP of the 

school. This plan is an expansion of activities that covers the 7 Focus Areas with respective outcomes to be 

achieved. It states what will be done, who will do it, when will it be done, how will it be done and the resources 

to be used including kina. It also allows for indication of success or failures and provides appropriate review 

process to gather information for making judgment. 

 

8.11 Stakeholders – include Students, Teachers, School Boards, P&C, NGOs Churches, Inspectors and valued 

partners. 

 

8.12 Collaboration – stakeholders  working together to design and implement a SLIP 

 

8.13 Ownership – continuous engagement and participation by individuals or groups stemming out of a general 

feeling of proprietorship to the school and programs of the school. 

 

8.14 KISS – Keep It Short and Simple 

 

8.15 SMART – a planning concept which emphasis  
S – Simple (Easy enough for all to understand and translate into action)  
M – Measurable (Results can be assessed, evaluated and reported at the end)  
A - Achievable (Outcomes can be obtained using available resources from the plan)  
R - Realistic (Plan is real and true on available resources and not on estimation or assumptions)  
T - Time Frame (All activities scheduled on the plan be implemented within the set timeframe) 

 

8.16 Internal Review - An annual assessment of the outcomes and carried out by SLIP committee 

 

8.17 External Review – An assessment carried out in the third year and carried out by inspectors 

 

8.18 Awareness -. the step in the SLIP where intentions of the SLIP Committee is made known to the community 

the school serves and stakeholders 

 

8.19 SLIP Cycle - The 5 steps of a SLIP (Awareness, Planning, Implementing, Reviewing and Reporting) 

 

8.20 Policy - System level rules that direct decision-making and are applied across the whole Department or across 

sub-national levels rather than individual work sites such as schools. 
 

9. RELATED DOCUMENTS   
i.) SLIP Guidelines (2006) 

ii.) SLIP Guidelines Circular No. 1/2007 14/ 2010 and 10/2012 

iii.) Internal Review Guidelines (2009) 

iv.) Internal Review Circular No. 44/2009 

v.) External Review Guidelines (2010) 

vi.) External Review Circular No.01/2010 

vii.) NEP 2020 -2029 

viii.) National Quality Schools Standards Framework 2018 

ix.) National School Minimum Standards (NSMS)  
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10. DOCUMENT HISTORY   
When approved, this document supersedes xxx Policy dated 

 

Effective Date Authorised by Version Number Comments Review Date 

 Dr. Uke Kombra  PhD Version 1.0   

 Secretary for Education    
 

CONTACT INFORMATION   
The Secretary 

National Department of Education 

PO Box 446 

Waigani  
NCD  
Papua New Guinea  
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PART B: STANDARD AND GUIDELINES 

 

The Guidelines will assist the schools in conforming to the School Learning Improvement Plan Policy. This allows for 
that a standard is maintained in all the schools for ease of monitoring by External Reviewers and school inspectors. 
 

The guideline is a one stop guide for the development of a school. Experience or newly appointed head teachers will 
find the guidelines easy to follow in developing a SLIP while inevitably conforming to the SLIP Policy. The sections of a 
SLIP document including processes are explained.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. SCHOOL CONTEXT STATEMENT 

 

School background, trends, opportunities are identified in the commencement of SLIP. This section includes details of 
the school such as establishment, location, the number and state of infrastructure, position numbers, etc. All schools will 
prepare a three year School Learning Improvement Plan and an associated annual action plan that details how the 
outcomes will be achieved.. The SLIP requirement will be implemented over three years. The school board will approve 
the final SLIP bearing the signature of the Chair person and co-signed by Head Teacher prior it being submitted to the 
Provincial Education Advisor or Assistant Secretary or their delegate. 
 

School Learning Improvement Plans are a statement of the key things, which the school wants to change or improve 
(focus areas); how these things are to be achieved (strategies); and what the impacts will be (outcomes) to improve the 
quality of education for the students. They are expected to be achieved using the resources available in the school. 
 

2. MISSION STATEMENT 

 

The underlying statement that drives the school to act, does things, believes and achieve outcomes in a manner as to 
why the school exists, who it serves and what services it provides. It contains set of principles that the school exists and 
operates on and acts as a compass to achieving the school vision. 
 

The mission statement gives a sense of purpose 

• Why the school exist 
• What it serves  
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3. VISION STATEMENT 

 

The Vision Statement is a broad statement and contains a realist, attractive intent of the future or an organization or 
programs, or activities, etc. The school vision should aim at a better and more successful or more desirable future. The 
school through the articulation of the mission statement through SLIP should achieve its vision. 
 

4. FOCUS AREAS 

SLIP activities are to be planned according to the seven areas called the Seven Focus Areas. The seven focus areas 
are hereby listed according to priority. 
 

4.1 Curriculum and Student Learning  
Teaching and learning materials must be given prominence with adequate supply. All approved curriculum is to 
be taught with an ongoing assessment as an integral part of teaching and learning process. The school line 
supervisors and inspectors are to inspect and monitor all teaching and learning activities. 

 

4.2 Student Needs and Welfare  
Student‟s needs and welfare is an integrated part of students improved learning. Therefore the 
following must be provided; 

 

4.2.1 The student‟s different age groups must be considered and given fair attention 
for the provision of basic needs for bigger girls by providing different toilets and change rooms.  

4.2.2 Provision of related school activities like sports, spiritual meetings, Debates and other social 
activities.  

4.2.3 Provision of relevant teaching aids and resources and technical/ special staff for various disability 
groups including WaSH facilities for all students.  

4.2.4 Fair and equal allocation of resources for this focus area as it will encourage access and 
conducive learning environment for older students.  

4.2.5 An appropriate counseling service is provided to students with various needs and 
problems.  

4.2.6 Effective school rules and code of conducts to be in place to maintain respect among students 

4.2.7 Student‟s representative council to be the voice of students in all decision making
 avenues and 

should be given equal attention in resource allocations.  
4.2.8 A matron to be appointed to attend to female student‟s needs and welfare. 

 

4.3 Need-Based Staff Professional Development and Training  
Needs based staff professional development enable teachers and line supervisors with skills and knowledge to use and 
develop themselves so they can contribute to improve the school academic performance. This refers to both the short 
and long term with maximum benefit teacher development and quality student learning. 
 

4.3.1 Internal School Based In - Service  
Internal school in - services must be tailored to address weaknesses identified through 
lesson observation or self-evaluation by teachers. 

 

4.3.2 Workshops  
Workshop sessions are to be conducted for specific people who need to know or acquire a particular 
skill. 

 

4.3.3 PIST/NIST  
The practice of communal attendance can be dispensed with in favour of needs and interest through 
Provincial/District Teacher In-service Plans (TIP). 

 

4.3.4 Induction  
Inductions of new teachers, supervisors and even head teachers are good examples of needs based 
in-service. Internal and external training programs shall be drawn in consultation with teachers as 
presenters and recipients. The teaching staff in itself presents a rich pool of specialists able to train one 
another within the school.  
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4.3.5 Gifted Teachers  
Enable gifted teachers with talents and potential to be more creative and innovative to improve 
learning output of students. 

 

4.3.6 Mentorship  
Utilizing the skills of the experienced teachers in such strategies as mentoring and forming learning 
teams that are cost and time effective. Therefore, all school shall identify mentors from amongst the 
experienced and committed staff to assist new teachers‟ professional development. 
Mentoring can also take the guise of an understudy program for the supervisor impart skills to a 
subordinates within the school hierarchy. The mentor must be experienced, patient, flexible, organized, 
firm but supportive to provide professional help. 

 

4.3.7 External Personnel  
External resource personnel can be involved to provide additional training where possible. 

 

4.4 Infrastructure Maintenance and Development 
 

Basic maintenance works and all its new developments must follow the standards requirements of Wash and 
Infrastructure policies. Labor, financial capacity and other related resources must be available to start any 
maintenance or new development in the school. Any major construction works and purchase of white goods and 
stationeries at the school must follow appropriate tender processes and its cost of development must be minimal as 
part of support to the school. The plan should also take into account the infrastructure needed to implement the 
School Restructure Policy 

 

4.5 Leadership, Administration and Management 
 

The Plan should recognize, empower and support school leadership to enhance cooperation and fulfillment of the 
desired outcomes. It should also cater for responsible accountable and transparent management practices that 
encourage support from all leaders and members. 
 

4.6 Good Governance and Community Relationship 

 

The school Governance and Community relations is an important aspect to foster harmonious relationship among all 
stakeholders of the school. This is very important and maintains good working relations with the community. The 
following standards must be considered: 
 

4.6.1 Community should make their contribution and part take in the SLIP process.  
4.6.2 Community representative be appointed to the SLIP committees. 

4.6.3 Outcomes must be equally implemented as planned. 

4.6.4 The school community should actively participate in community activities to establish and 
maintain good relationship. 

4.6.5 The school community should be involved in the celebrations of any success 
 

4.7 Budget Allocation  
SLIP Budget Allocation must be derived from the total cost of all outcomes in the focus areas of the one year 

rolling action plan. 
 

4.7.1 GTFS funding to schools will be used to implement the SLIP outcomes  
4.7.2 SLIP expenditure must be number one priority expenditure item in the school budget  
4.7.3 SLIP expenditure from the focus areas of the action plan will be captured as an integral part of  

the school budget  
4.7.4 SLIP expenses must be recorded in the combine cash book with other expenditure items of the 

school budget  
4.7.5 SLIP expenses for the month must be recorded and reported with all school income and 

expenses at the end of each month 
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4.7.6 Acquittal  of GTFS expenses, including SLIP budget allocation and expenses must be compiled  

 and reported in July of the same year and March of the following year 

4.7.7 School Governing Bodies; support budget according to existing guidelines, rules, laws, policies; 

 report their decisions on expenditure to members of the community. 

4.7.8 School Inspectors; check and verify acquittal reports on SLIP in schools, endorse school 

 transactions made against SLIP budgets. 

4.7.9 District Education Advisors provide SLIP advocacy at District administration for recognition and 

 funding support and ensure SLIP budgets are implemented according to SLIP Focus areas. 

4.7.10 For prudent management of funds the following must be done:  
i. Regular checks and balances on the use of funds by relevant authorities are maintained.  
ii. Finance records and reports on acquittals are made accurately and in compliance with 

Public Finance Management Act and GTFS Policy requirements.  
iii. The school monthly expenditure is updated and displayed on school noticeboard for 

public information. 

iv. Governing bodies‟ records and reports on school expenditures are 

prudently made and presented for public consumption. 
 

THREE YEAR ROLLING PLAN 

 

The successive annual school plan will be reviewed and updated once every three years taking into considerations 
various lessons learnt in the first year of implementation (refer to annex) 
 

ANNUAL ACTION PLAN 

 

This is the most important part of the development of the SLIP. When developing the Annual Action Plan, the following 
should be clearly outlined: 
 

1. Specific Outcomes to be achieved 
2. What we will do? (Strategy to achieve the outcomes) 
3. When we will do it? (Time frame for achieving the outcome) 
4. Resources to be used 
5. Who will do it? 
6. Indicators of success - observable, measurable 
7. Review process to gather the data to make the judgments and decisions 

 

The Annual Action Plan approval checklist is also a very vital document that judges the success of the outcomes each 
year (refer to annex).  
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SLIP CYCLE 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The five steps in the SLIP cycle include awareness, planning, implementing, reviewing and reporting. Each step 
contributes significantly towards the quality and standard of developing the SLIP. 
 

1. AWARENESS 
 

Having prior knowledge of SLIP is crucial for active participation, effective planning and wise allocation of available 
resources to maximize effective teaching and learning in schools. The following sequence must be followed: 
 

1.1 Conduct Meetings- Awareness and advocacy meetings are conducted in the beginning of term one prior 
to actual development of SLIP  
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1.2 Carry out Surveys- Surveys are conducted in the schools to assure the level of performance is reported 
for information and records so that informed decisions are made to sustain SLIP. 

 

1.3 Needs Analysis- Self-evaluation through NQSSF and NSMS will enable schools to identify their 
challenges to be addressed in SLIP. 

 

1.4 Follow-ups-Recommendations in reports of the school must be made available to allow for adaptation and 
improvements where necessary in the next plan. Reports can be from internal and external reviews or other 
mandatory inspections of the school and its activities. 

 

1.5 Use of Media- Policies, Circulars, Brochures and Circular Instructions are prepared for SLIP 
awareness for the valued partner‟s information and support where applicable. 
All the stakeholders are to be made aware of their responsibilities as well as their boundaries 
and made possible through use of media to advocate and share information 

 

1.6 Training Leaders- Future SLIP leaders are properly trained and inducted at SLIP meetings to continue 
their support. The continuity of plans are paramount and it minimizes resource wastage as leaders continue to 
be empowered with the leadership and administrative skills and knowledge to continue implementing plan 
activities. 

 

1.7 Progressive Reports- Monthly progressive reports are presented to all valued stakeholders for them to be 
aware of the progress on planned activities undertaken by different people with allocation of resources. 

 

2. PLANNING 
 

The Focus and Boundaries of Change must be identified as it directs the schools to efficiently use available resources to 
strengthen the staff, students and the community for teamwork and active involvement in all activities. 
 

2.1 Features of SLIP –The plan has unique features and requirements that must be followed in planning and documentation in 
order to meet its standards and eventual achievements of its outcomes. 

 

2.2 SLIP Components- To allow for standards in all schools for ease of monitoring, evaluation, advise  
 and all SLIP will have the following the seven (7) essential components must be included and strictly 

in the order herein listed: 

 1. Context statement, 
 2. Vision statement, 
 3. Mission statement, 
 4. Three-year plan 

 5. Annual Action plan 

 6. Internal Reviews 

 7. External Reviews 
 

2.3 SLIP Principles- The development of SLIP must be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Time 
bound (SMART) and Keep It Short and Simple (KISS) with minimum of 10 pages and maximum of 15 pages. 

 

2.4 Trainings and Prior Knowledge-Prior to the actual development of SLIP, formal meeting and training 
must be carried out in the beginning of the year for all relevant stakeholders. 

 

2.5 Consistency and connectivity- The results from the previous year‟s reviews and findings are 
considered in the current plan 

 

2.6 Availability of Resources- The development of SLIP must be based on actual resources including cash 
that are readily available 

 

2.7 Integration of Activities- SLIP development must integrate with other initiatives and interventions in the 
schools as a vehicle to drive them forward to achieve their desired goals  
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2.8 Focus Areas- All available resources must be allocated within the seven Focus Areas with the emphasis to 
support teaching and learning activities 

 

2.9 Approval of SLIP- Before the actual implementation of SLIP, Inspectors must verify and validate the 
document before endorsement is made by the Provincial Education Advisor. 

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF SLIP 
 

The approved SLIP plan has to be implemented through active participation and involvement of teachers, students, 
community and other valued stakeholders taking into consideration the following: 
 

3.1 Resources All relevant resources required for implementation including cash must be available at the school. 
 

3.2 Outcomes Prior to implementation ensure that all agreed outcomes are based on SMART principles and will impact 
positively on students learning. Outcomes are to be 
 

3.3 Implementation Strategy Clearly state the outcomes to be achieved and explain the steps involved in achieving 
them and follow through. 
 

3.4 Time Requirement The precise time and date in which work will be done must be explicitly stated so that outcomes 
are achieved within the time frame. 
 

3.5 Person to Implement Assign each capable person(s) responsible for implementing each priority area and have 
their acceptance to undertake those duties. 
 

3.6 Measurable Indicators A measurable indicator has to be set for each task for judgment and reporting of 
achievement. 
 

3.7 Annual Action Plan The implementation should be done according to schedules in the Annual Action Plan for the 
year and not to be diverted to commit resources elsewhere using available resources. 
 

4. INTERNAL REVIEW 
 

After implementation an internal review is required to assess the level of success and achievement measured against 
the intended outcomes and the needs for improvement in the next plan. 
 

4.1 Review Period The Internal Review for the school is conducted in a week during the last quarter of each year with 
ample time for follow up activities. 
 

4.2 Review Team The Internal Review team will be from the school. It will comprise of the school‟s 
Head Teacher, Chairperson of school board one representative each from Parents or the Community, Teachers, 
students and the Church. 
 

4.3 Methodology For fair and accurate compilation of the internal review report, the review team will interview students, 
teachers, School Board members and parents. The review team will also do spot checks and class visitation for 
evidences and photograph these evidences for presentation in the report. 
 

4.4 Documents The Internal Review team will need documents to support in assessing the SLIP‟s 
performance. These documents are actual SLIP document, SLIP Committee‟s report, meeting minutes, 
and Combined Cash Book with Expenditure Acquittal reports for the year. 
 
4.5 Compiling Review Report The collated information, data and photographs must be converted into final school‟s  
internal review report immediately after the review. A one week time period is allowed for documentation and 
presentation to school board and other stakeholders. 
 

4.6 Presentation of Reports A verbal report is presented to the stakeholders during the internal review. The final 
internal review report is presented formally to the board and is made available to all valued stakeholders 
 

4.7 Maintain Quality The Internal Review report must be compiled with clarity for easy understanding with 
recommendations for improvement to all valued stakeholders.  
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4.8 Improvement Areas for improvement that are highlighted in the Internal Review must be presented at the next SLIP 
Committee meeting and be included in the Annual Action Plan for the following year. 
 

5. EXTERNAL REVIEW 
 

External Review will be carried out at the end of the third year. It entails and evaluation process of assessing the 
achievement of SLIP outcomes within the planned period. External reviews shall be carried out through the references 
below. 
 

5.1 Team Leader The team leader is an inspector nominated by the Senior Inspector responsible for the sector and 
endorsed by the Provincial Education Advisor. 

 

5.2 Standardized Review Tool SLIP External Review Guidelines will be used by the external review team. 
 

5.3 Documentation of Reports The report documentation must be completed and copies distributed to relevant 
stakeholder groups for public viewing within four weeks after the actual visit. 

 

5.4 Distribution of Report The original copy is sent to the school for information, awareness and improvement in the 
next three years rolling plan while copies are made available to appropriate authorities and other relevant partners. 

 

5.5 Resourcing External Reviews Funding and logistical support must be made available by schools, LLGs, district 
and province for this task.  
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TEACHING AND 

LEARNING 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SLIP will improve all aspects of quality education and ensuring excellence with recognized and measurable learning  
outcomes. It will promote quality teaching and learning by inclusive student‟s active participation 
and effective professional classroom practices. 
 

Promotion of Quality Teaching and Learning outcomes leading to School of Excellence are important key components 
or pillars of the SLIP and will be achieved when emphasis is placed on improving the following practices: 
 

1. Teacher Professional Development- This priority area will be achieved through School In-services, further studies 
and sponsorships. Needs analysis of teaching skills and subject content knowledge will be identified by head 
teachers or subject supervisors and training plans developed. Capacity building of teachers is important as better 
teaching practices and sufficient and relevant subject knowledge will enhance teaching and learning. In-service 
plans must be developed and maintained by the school. 

 
2. School Base Teacher Appraisal (SBTA) Supervisors play a significant role in ensuring that teachers‟ 

classroom performances and other related duties and responsibilities are assessed, evaluated and or rated to 
improve students learning. It must be planned and all teachers are scheduled for an appraisal. 

 
3. Supervision and Management Reform (SMR) Supervisors are obliged to ensure that lesson observation for 

teachers, and subject department or sector visit are ongoing throughout the year to improve teaching performances 
and improve classroom practices.  
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4. Teaching Resources & Materials- High and Adequate quality teaching materials, text books and other support 
resource materials to be made available for use 

 
5. Teaching Programmes- Teachers must do relevant teaching and assessment programs in line with the curriculum 

guidelines before teaching with weekly evaluation. 
 
6. Students learning Needs Presentation of lessons is student-centered in a way to meet all individual 

students‟ needs and maintain their interest at school. 
 
7. Teachers professional attitude- Teachers to be professionally groomed and attentive to duties. 
 
8. Teaching and Learning Environment- The school, classroom and other learning environment are made 

conducive for all students. 
 
9. Teaching Approaches- Teachers must engage appropriate teaching skills to achieve quality learning outcomes. 
 
10. Ownership of Learning- Students must take ownership in Learning when SLIP provides conducive learning 

Environment. 
 

11. Community and Parents- The school community should ensure that school is safe and conducive for teachers and 
students to live teach and learn. 

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

To ensure the policy is effectively implemented, all stakeholders are to know their roles and responsibilities. In the 
implementation path, the Secretary for Education expects students, teachers, governing bodies, school leaders, 
Inspectors and Provincial Education Advisors to play a vital role especially in the areas that is required of them. 
 

1. Students 
 

Students are required to: 
 

i.) Attend classes every school day  
ii.) Behave well and obeying school rules and policies expected of them 
iii.) Respect others and their properties while at school 
iv.) Study hard to attain high academic achievements in the end  
v.) be Involved in decision making and discussions on developing SLIP 

vi.) present their needs before the SLIP budget vii.) have a 
representative on a SLIP Committee  
viii.) be involved in the Internal Review process 

ix.) freely express views on issues relating to SLIP without intimidation 

 

2. Teachers  
i.) Planning and preparations of lessons are done in advance  

ii.) Lesson presentations are students centered  

iii.) Supervision and correction of work are systematic  

iv.) Assessments, Recording and Reporting are consistently done  

v.) Ensuring quality learning is enjoyed by student  

vi.) Guide and lead other stakeholders in developing SLIP  

vii.) Play active roles during the implementation stages of SLIP  

viii.) Support SLIP Committee through advice and supervision  

ix.) Participate in Internal Review process and reporting of results  

x.) Evaluate SLIP results and recommends to SLIP Committee for further action.  

xi.) Participate actively in need-based school in-service programs.  

xii.) Conduct Action Researches into weak areas of school that are needed for improvement.  

xiii.) Pursue further full time studies for enrichment and upgrading of qualifications  

xiv.) Keep abreast with new education initiatives and changes in the system.  
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xv.) Adapt new methods, strategies and skills in best teaching practices. 
 

3. Governing Bodies 
 

i.) Decisions are made in consultation with existing guidelines, rules, laws and policies 
ii.) Disciplinary problems among students and teachers are appropriately addressed. 
iii.) Every scheduled meeting is punctually attended by all members  
iv.) Minutes and decisions made are recorded and reported for public information. 
v.) All decisions made are agreed to and implemented accordingly.  
vi.) Every activity of the Governing Body is known by all members of the school community  
vii.) Records and Reports of school expenditure are prudently made and presented for public information 
viii.) Allocate available school resources according to priorities within the 7 focus areas.  
ix.) Support the SLIP committee during the implementation stages by funding and supervision 
x.) Ensure that the goals and vision of SLIP are achieved within set time frame xi.) Participate 
in Internal Reviews and provide progress reports to stakeholders  
xii.) Maintain constant dialogue with partners and stakeholders on school development agendas 
xiii.) Must be open minded and ready to accept new initiatives and interventions 

xiv.) Establish clear line of communication with stakeholders through various forms of media  
xv.) Cooperate with External Review process to attain accurate feedback to plan a next three year SLIP 
xvi.) Involve stakeholders in celebrations after successful achievements of SLIP implementation 

 

4. School Leaders 
 

i.) The School Combined Cash Book (CCB) is constantly updated with accurate records of school finances 
ii.) Monthly reports on all school activities are compiled and presented for public information  
iii.) Comply with advice and instructions issued by lawful authorities for improvement purposes 
iv.) All funds are expended transparently according to SLIP budget areas only  
v.) Actual original receipts of expenditures are provided with acquittal report 

vi.) Carry out awareness and advocacy on SLIP development process vii.) 
Involve all relevant stakeholders to collaboratively develop SLIP  
viii.) Ensure that all SLIP principles and components are captured in the SLIP framework 
ix.) Develop SLIP in collaboration and consultation with all stakeholders  
x.) Establish SLIP Committee in consultation with the school Board.  
xi.) Facilitate Internal Review and assist the External Reviews after the third year of SLIP 
xii.) Ensure all funds are allocated within SLIP focus areas  
xiii.) Compile SLIP progress reports and present for public information every month 
xiv.) Attendance and punctuality in all scheduled activities at school xv.) Dressings 
are decent with acceptable attire 

xvi.) Fulfills all expectations and requirements as a teacher  
xvii.) Demonstrate outstanding conduct and behaviour as a role model 
xviii.) Works diligently with everyone to meet set targets 

xix.) Ensures that all desired goals and outcomes are achieved. 
xx.) Establishes and maintains cordial relationships and diplomacy with everyone 

 

5. Parents and Citizens 
 

i.) Contributing ideas in actual development of SLIP 

ii.) Implementing the SLIP through different phases of development 
iii.) Taking part in Internal Review of the SLIP for improvement in areas identified 
iv.) Supporting SLIP with materials, labour, expertise and funding 

v.) Attending SLIP Committee meetings and expectations for positive results 

vi.) Celebrating the achievements of SLIP with others when desired outcomes are fully achieved. 
 

6. SLIP Committee 
 

i.) The committee operates under approved standard Terms Of Reference (refer to Annex xx) 
ii.) Ensure that outcomes are achieved as scheduled  
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iii.) Application of budgets are made with allocated funds 

iv.) Meetings are held for consultations 

v.) Reports of progress are compiled and presented  
vi.) Internal Reviews are conducted and reports to stakeholders 
vii.) Review and adjust the Three-year Rolling Plan  
viii.) Report to Head Teacher for advice and appropriate support when required 
ix.) Access to NSMS and NQSSF reports to support SLIP 

 

7. School Inspectors 
 

i.) Train valued partners and teachers on SLIP development in schools 
ii.) Supervise schools in their SLIP activities with necessary support  
iii.) Lead and guide the External Review teams in schools and present reports 
iv.) Monitor the progress of SLIP towards achieving outcomes  
v.) Provide expertise and advise on SLIP where required vi.) 

Check and verify acquittal reports on SLIP expenditures vii.) 
Endorse school transactions made against SLIP budgets viii.) 
Compile special assessment report on SLIP in Schools 

ix.) Make reference to SLIP activities in Inspection Reports on teachers 
 

8. The District Education Administrators 
 

i.) Provide SLIP advocacy at the District administration for recognition and funding support. 
ii.) Support SLIP to produce intended results and is sustained with adequate resources. 
iii.) Making sure SLIP budgets are implemented accordingly through priority areas. 
iv.) Recommend school heads to continue serving in schools for three years or more.  
v.) Involve in External Reviews and provide appropriate feedbacks for improvements. 
vi.) Ensure every school develops a SLIP as prominence among other plans. 
vii.) Assist District administrations to integrate SLIP with their district development plans. 
viii.) Liaise with other stakeholders to support so schools can achieve their SLIP outcomes 

 

9. External Valued Partners 
 

i.) Assist with training programs  
ii.) Support School Boards to expend all monies according to SLIP budgets 
iii.) Support External Reviews with necessary logistics iv.) Assist with 
research and evaluation  
v.) Promote SLIP schools with awards and incentives  
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HIERARCHY OF 

 
 

PLANS & SLIP 

 
 
 
 

 

The School Learning Improvement Plan is a plan of activities that captures National Education Plan (NEP) and all other 

sector plans at the school level. The activities of education sector as envisaged by global, national, provincial and district 

plans at the school level are to be captured by the SLIP. This therefore calls for better understanding of higher plans and 

priorities by the SLIP committee so the plan can better align itself to pull together support from both GoPNG and 

development partners. The SLIP if effectively planned, implemented and monitored by all schools should be able to 

achieve many goals of plans, treaties and pacts that GoPNG is a signatory. The diagram below shows SLIP alignment 

to higher goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. BENEFITS 
 

The development and effective implementation of SLIP in all education institutions is expected to produce positive and 

strategic benefits that will enhance development and effective performance, accountability, service delivery provide 
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strategic direction by ensuring policies, practices and procedures are managed and ensure all objectives are achieved.  
Management of risks and use of resources are in a responsible and transparent way to promote quality education. 
 

1.1 Transparency 

 

i) Promotes harmonious working relationship among all stakeholders  
ii) Encourage wider participation by community in school activities  
iii) School finances and expenditures are agreed by all relevant stakeholders  
iv) Produce higher achievement from SLIP activities than others  
v) All records of school are easily accessible for public information 

 

1.2 Good Governance 
 

i) Established processes are complied with  
ii) There is consultation amongst the officers, SLIP Committee and the stakeholders  
iii) Triggers advancement of school programs  
iv) It motivates stakeholders to participate in school activities 

 

1.3 Accountability 
 

i) School finance is properly managed  
ii) Acquittals of all finance dealings are done and presented accordingly  
iii) Time is well managed through SLIP activities  
iv) Officers are conscious of their responsibilities  
v) All activities undertaken at school are reported to authorities 

 

1.4 Need Identification (Oriented) 
 

i) School needs are identified for future development  
ii) It provides road map for school advancement  
iii) It brings in funding for next school projects  
iv) It causes improvements or changes in the school 

 

1.5 Collegiality 
 

i) It attracts work collaboration and commitment  
ii) It mobilizes and creates team effort among members  
iii) It encourage spirit of oneness and unity  
iv) It respects individual needs and differences 

 

1.6 Change Leadership 
 

i) Guide and supervise others for positive results  
ii) Getting others behind to achieve common goals  
iii) Delegate responsibilities among members  
iv) Make decisions over people and resources  
v) Train and mentor others for high productivity  
vi) Identify way forward for transparent management practices and leadership  
vii) Promotes effective Leadership, Administration and Management system  
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2. INTEGRATION 
 

Integration is one of the ultimate goals of NEP to achieve good results through collaboration, participation and 
involvement with all school community and valued partners in SLIP activities. It will facilitate improvement activities 
through connecting other interventions, initiatives and programs coming in from outside of the school. 
 

2.1 Standard Base Education (SBC)- An effective implementation of SLIP Policy leads to 
improved students‟ performance as the key teaching and learning outcome in Standard Based Curriculum 
and assessment as a result of improved classroom practice and whole school management. 

 

2.2 Water, Sanitation and Hygiene Policy (WaSH)- The NDoE-WaSH Policy (2018-2023) bases on the 
Education Act (1983) and the Public Health Act (1973) and links to the National WaSH Policy (2015-2030). 

 

WaSH Policy envisages making readily available clean and safe Water Services; access clean, secured and 
improved Sanitation Facilities, and boost maximum positive Hygiene behaviour changes in students for healthy 
living and quality learning. 

 

When, WaSH Integrates into SLIP; it‟s a user-friendly-way forward to drive implementation, 
monitoring, and evaluation of the Policy and Standards for WaSH in Schools (2018-2023. 

 

2.3 NQSSF- The implementation of SLIP in schools will be reported and assessed through the National Quality 
School Standard Framework (NOSSF) covering the four main pillars of quality school leadership, positive 
school environment, effective school management and quality learning outcomes. 

 

2.4 Tuition Fee Free- School improvement and development plans are tied to budgets for implementation. 
Therefore, SLIP provides the basis to direct GTFS funding expenditure in all schools. 

 

2.5 Behavior Management Policy (BMP)- Effective integration of BMP into SLIP is a holistic approach in 
improving, promoting and facilitating integral human development, child rights and responsibilities. Significant 
stakeholders are determined to encourage and sustain positive behaviour, conducive learning environment, 
enforce counselling to empower school students‟ leaders and stakeholders 

 

2.6 READ PNG- Improved literary and comprehension skills is achieved through ongoing planning, implementation 

and monitoring of classroom libraries as a result of effective SLIP programs in schools.” 
 

"Effective integration of Self Reliance Policy through the SLIP approach decision making and planning 
processes, encourages ownership in the decision making and implementation of SLIP outcomes. 

 

2.7 EQUITV – the program is to provide learning through television for the student in the unreached as well as 
students with disabilities and able students. Learning through television enhance and empower all schools 
through SLIP provide E-learning. 

 

2.8 HIV/AIDS- Awareness and advocacies on this crosscutting issue will be well addressed through the 
implementation of SLIP in schools 

 

2.9 Child Friendly School - SLIP will promote child friendly schools in providing a learning environment that is 
conducive for all students and stakeholders regardless of gender, ability, race, religion and cultural 
background. 

 

2.10 Emergency in Schools- EiE and Disaster Risk Management are concerned with education before, during 
and after natural disasters and complex humanitarian emergencies, rapid educational responses during crisis, 
and post-crisis reconstruction. Risk Management covers the entire prevention, preparedness, response and 
recovery continuum for all types of emergencies. An effective SLIP would therefore take these corrective 
approaches towards a proactive focus and strengthening measures by identifying the roles and responsibilities 
and capacities of persons and hence reduce risks and vulnerabilities before, during and after emergencies. 

 

2.11 School of Excellence- A school with evidence of high quality classroom practices and pedagogical 
approaches resulting in the improvement in learning and highly competent students supported by quality school 
leadership and prudent management where decisions on the efficient use of resources including finances are 
decided collectively by students, school authorities and stakeholders.   
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2.12 National School Minimum Standard- To ensure that schools in the National Education System conform 
to the required National Minimum Standards, Implementation of SLIP will be the main driving force. 

 

2.13 School Restructure- School Restructure is aimed at addressing quality issues to improve education 
standards for maximum education outcomes. This will be achieved as a result of effective SLIP. 

 

3. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 
 

DoE will develop a SLIP monitoring and evaluation system at the national, provincial and school levels that will allow 
Departments multi-sectoral stakeholders and partners for SLIP to make informed and evidenced based SLIP planning 
and implementation. This will ensure proper planning, budgeting, management, capacity building including identification 
of clear roles and responsibilities. 
 

At the Provincial level, Standards Officers, will supervise and monitor and ensure SLIP Policy, Standards and Guidelines 
are fully implemented within the National Quality School Standards Framework (NQSSF) 
 

Evidence of School Learning Improvement Plans in various provinces. 
 

 

 
 

 
Male and Female toilets, Eastern SLIP Garden, Gulf 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
       

 School uniforms, Lufa, Eastern Highlands    Focus Group meeting, West New Britain  
       

        
 

     

Planting SLIP concept, Sorovi Primary, Oro   Original SLIP Writers  
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Canvas and chairs, Erap, Morobe 
 
 
 

 

PART C: ANNEXES 

 

ANNEX 1: CHARACTERISTICS OF TRADITIONAL SCHOOL PLAN AGAINST THE SCHOOL LEARNING 
IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

 

 No. Traditional School Plan   School Learning Improvement Plan 

 1 Usually one man or Top Down Planning  1 Highly collaborative plan that involves students, teachers, 
     parents, community, churches, and other valued partners 

 2 No evidence of shared vision and mission  2 Shared vision and mission statements discussed together 
  statements   and explicitly stated in the plan 

 3 No professional judgement and dialogue before  3 Professional judgement and dialogue among school 
  planning   leaders, teachers, and education officers before planning. 

     Agreed seven (7) focus areas for improvement: 
 4 No agreement. It usually focuses on infrastructure  4 (1) Curriculum – Improved Student Learning, (2) Need 

  maintenance and development   Based Staff Professional Development, (3) Leadership, 
     Management & Administration, (4)  Student Needs & 

     Welfare, (5) Infrastructure Maintenance & Development, 
     (6) Good Governance & Community Relationship and (7) 

     Budget Allocation to support SLIP 

 5 No agreement but ad hoc planning with no action  5 Strong Agreement with a three-year rolling plan supported 

  plan.   with an annual action plan through planned and 

     coordinated meetings 

 6 The plans are too ambitious and ambiguous  6 Strong desire and certain with limited number of affordable 

     targets with measurable outcomes 

 7 Schools operated on a five to ten year plan period  7 Three Year Rolling plan supported by an annual action 

     plan 

 8 No reports on achievement based on targeted  8 Regular progress reports including an annual report on 

  outcomes for the valued partners   targeted achievements for the community and education 

     authorities 

 9 Unrealistic budget not based on actual cash and  9 Based on actual cash and other physical resources 

  other physical resources   available at the school during planning period 
      

 10 No sense of ownership in the student learning  10 A true and serious sense of ownership in school and 

  improvement needs   student highly focusing on the learning needs 

 11 Abuse of both limited and abundant resources  11 Maximum use and efficient control of limited and abundant 
     resources (money & others) 
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12 Students learning needs are not directly addressed 12 Students learning needs are directly addressed in the plan 

   as the Number One Priority. 

13 No guarantee for sustainability of plan 13 Is guaranteed of its sustainability at the school level 
   through active and continuous engagement and 

   participation by the valued partners 

14 Do not reflect transparency and accountability 14 All about Transparency and Accountability through the 

   whole school improvement approach with active 

   engagement and participation 

15 No clear systemic steps to follow in planning 15 There are five clear steps where each step has a criteria 

   easy to understand and follow 
    

16 Always top down targeting the Head 16 Collegial leadership development for all valued partners 

 Teacher/Principal only  not just the Head Teacher/Principal 
    

17 Top Down Colonial Development Approach 17 Bottom Up Development Approach addressing on the 

   needs of the school from the people 
    

18 No policy with the standards and guidelines 18 Driven by clear policy with simple standards and 

   guidelines 

19 Does not recognise students, teachers and parents 19 Identifies all the talents and gifts including their 
 talents and gifts  experiences, knowledge and skills for use at the school 
    

20 Not based on the needs and priority areas of the 20 Based on the real needs from active research driven by 

 school  agreed school priorities 
    

21 Ordinary plans not guided or driven by any research 21 Universal Action Research Principles completely localised 

 principles  to local PNG needs with five steps 
    

22 Reports (if any) based on assumptions and no 22 All reports written are based on credible evidence 

 evidence  gathered by the whole school community from report 

   templates provided 

23 Fragmented and does not encourage and engage 23 Continuous and active engagement and participation 

 active community participation  encourages commitment and dedication from all 
    

24 SMART principles not applied 24 Effectively and efficiently uses the SMART principles 

25 Very long and thick plans well decorated 25 Very short and sharp about 6 to 10 pages using the KISS 

   principles 
    

26 No internal and external reviews done 26 Internal reviews annually for two years and an external 
   reviews on the third year 
    

27 No TOR or planning committee at the school 27 School SLIP committee with the ToR for the whole SLIP 
   management 
    

28 No quality control tools 28 Quality control tools are available in all the five steps 

29 No existence of quality assurance at any time 29 Quality assurance annually by the school and every third 

   year by an external assessor 
    

30 No checklist for approving the plan 30 Checklist to approve the completed three year rolling and 

   the annual action plans 
    

31 Expensive celebration with little or no achievements 31 Small but meaningful celebrations with tangible results 

   actually observed at the school 
    

32 Does not go through any formal approval processes 32 It goes through four approval offices or persons before it is 

   finally approved by PEA 
    

33 Depends much on outside resources and support 33 Depends only on the school resources to sustain and 

   encourages self-reliance  
 
 

ANNEX 2: THE LONG AND SHORT TERM BENEFITS 
 

What will SLIP do for the school system and its valued partners in the Future? Over the years we hope to achieve what 
we all have been dreaming and talking with no real actions for years. 

 

1. Changed leadership - is an ultimate goal of SLIP. Students, Head Teachers, Principals, Teachers, BOM/BOG/GC 
Chairpersons and others will become more effective and efficient in their leadership roles when SLIP is grounded and 
functioning well. School valued partners, especially students and teachers require changed leadership but in many 
schools this has been missing for a long time. Changed leadership is the responsibility of the school administration that 
includes appropriate curriculum, teachers training and development, students‟ welfare, 
infrastructure development, teaching and learning, and teacher appraisal.  
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2. Ownership - is one of the ultimate goals as well, through high level of collaboration, participation and involvement of 
all school community valued partners in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of SLIP. Successful outcomes 
with high achievement for students and teachers will be a reason for the whole community to embrace and celebrate. 
   

3. Accountability - will be enhanced through the regular 
implementation, evaluation and reporting of SLIP processes. 
collaborative processes, and corruption will also be minimized. 

interaction among valued partners in the planning, 
Transparency will become a reality through the open 

 

4. Sustainability – Success breeds success. Improvement becomes possible because SLIP is about incremental 
change that is owned from shared goals and objectives. Previous school plans, programs and initiatives have rarely 
followed the principles embodied in the SLIP Guidelines. SLIP principles are SMART – in a sense that they are Specific, 
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Time Related. SLIP also encourages schools to be more self-reliant and self-
sufficient to promote a spirit of independence of thought and action. 
 
5. SLIP Support - ongoing school development plans but gives them more focus and through insistence on reliance on 
available resources within the school community minimizes an often ingrained culture of dependency. Improvement is 
incremental, but ongoing and continuous; and the annual management of the successes and failures of the SLIP 
improves the capacity of a school community to plan strategically. 
 
6. Gifts and Talents - SLIP enables teachers and students and others with talents and potential to use and develop 
them to improve the school in both the short term and long term with maximum benefit for teacher development, 
students learning and improvement of the whole school. SLIP furthermore enables the gifted teachers to be creative and 
innovative in both teaching and learning. 
 
7. Strategic Planning – typically designed to transform the schools and its community members from the dysfunctional 
level to a top performing school in a collaborative approach through active school community engagement and 
participation. In other words, SLIP would facilitate school improvement by refocusing on the existing situation with a 
workable smart strategy to facilitate school improvement taking into account those issues, problems, challenges and 
constraints. 
 

ANNEX 3: SLIP VOCABULARY AND DEFINITIONS 

 

1) Acquittals - Acquittals in school are a way of accurate reporting on the funded activities and the expenditure 
of school funding. It provides proper financial information that is required on completion of a school project. An 
acquittal is the process of evaluating and reporting on the outcomes and expenditure of any school funds that  
is used 

2) Ambiguous – having more than one meaning that causes uncertainty or confusions 
3) Ambitious – having strong desire to succeed but the standards are very high 
04) Awareness – knowing, noticing, realizing, or having knowledge of something being observed, told, seen, 

heard, etc.  
5) Budget - School budget is a money plan that begins with the understanding of the school income, and how 

much of this income is to be spent. Budget is an important financial statement or plan that will also allocate 
future school income towards expenses, savings and debt repayment. Past spending and school debt are to 
be considered when creating a school budget  

6) Cohesive - working, holding and sticking together as one overtime 
7) Corrupt – not honest person or persons and situations that are unacceptable  
8) Cost effective – the idea of doing something at the lowest cost 
9) Creative – able to create new or original ideas using imagination 
10) Efficient – well organized and able to function without waste 
11) Effective – producing the desired or intended results 
12) Eliminate – to get rid of, reject or exclude something or somebody that is usually undesirable  
13) Engage - involve somebody or become involved in an activity to attract attention 
14) Empower – giving both power and authority for confidence and self-esteem 
15) Excellence – superior or outstanding performance by people or schools 
16) Expenditure - The expenditure is a total amount of money that school spends for its operations, functions 

or activities  
17) External – persons working at or carried out outside to effect the inside to bring improvements 
18) Governance – controlling a system or method with good manners and intentions 
19) Implementation – to carry out to put something into effect or action  
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20) Improvement - get, make, change or add value to become better 
21) Income - Income is any money that a school receives for its annual operations. This can be the school 

subsidy, project fees or any other donations from partners and other stakeholders. Income is used to fund day-
to-day expenditures of the school..  

22) Independent – able to operate or function confidently with or without help 
23) Innovate – trying out new idea or a new way of doing something 
24) Institutionalize – to establish or put something or an idea in place that becomes part of the school 
25) Internal – persons working at or carried out within to effect the inside to bring improvements 
26) Key – a way of achieving and understanding something important  
27) Leader – person or group that guides, understand and support each other in any given Situation 
28) Learning - acquiring knowledge to change behavior 
29) Maximize – increase or make something as great as possible to attract the whole attention 
30) Minimize – reduce or under rate something to a small level 
31) Need – deserve something that is essential to be given priority  
32) Owner – emphasizes that something or somebody is committed to any situation that is both good and 

bad especially to improve  
33) Plan – an agreed system for achieving an intended objective 
34) Planning – system, intention, outline or a layout for achieving an objective 
35) Reporting - reporting includes school Income Statement or Profit and Loss Report. The reports states about the school‟s 

income, expenses, and possible profits over a period of time, such as a year or three years. 

School financial reporting must be performed in accordance with  the generally accepted Public Finance Act. 
36) Results – desired outcome from an action or activity from a given situation 
37) Review - (a) look at or examine something critically to make sure that it is adequate, accurate or correct (b) Relook 

at or re-examine something critically to be sure and make sure that it is adequate, accurate and correct  
38) School – a place where teaching and learning takes place 
39) Self-sufficient – able to manage alone and not needing help from others or outsiders 
40) Strategic – typical way of planning to help a situation in need 
41) Sustainable – withstand, continue and keep in position in any situation overtime 
42) Transparent – completely open, obvious and easy to see clearly what is happening 
43) Talents – exceptional natural ability that can be developed or being benefited  
44) Useful – having value of doing something that will benefit all 

 

ANNEX 4: THE TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) FOR THE SLIP COMMITTEE AT THE SCHOOLS 
 

Introduction  
Based on real hands experience with credible evidence from SLIP in best practicing schools nationwide, this Terms of 
Reference (TOR) was developed to support, guide and ground SLIP for each SLIP to prosper at all levels of schooling 
for – quality teaching and learning. Ultimately, school improvement is incremental and continuous to create School of 
Excellence (effective school) in the years ahead. 
 

1. Constitution of the Committee  
(The SLIP committee is the subcommittee of the school BOG/BOM GC and should be approved by the BOG/BOM/GC 
before the actual operation .The committee will exist as a body for SLIP agenda only. The statements below provide the 
platform that empowers the SLIP committee to exist and operate.) 
 

a) Members should equally be represented from the school community 
b) The quorum for the meeting will be two thirds of members in attendance 
c) The membership term expires at the end of every fourth year after the SLIP is reviewed and a new 3 Year Plan 

is developed 
d) Head Teacher is the automatic chairperson as the SLIP leader 
e) A member may be terminated by BOM/BOG/GC for negligence and or non- compliance to SLIP expectations.  
f) All decisions should be approved by the BOG/BOM/GC prior to actual implementation 

g) Meetings can be held termly (4x) unless necessary for extra meeting 
h) Deputy SLIP leader can chair if the Chairperson is absent 
i) Carry out awareness on SLIP where necessary at any time  
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1. Composition of the Members 
(The SLIP eight (8) committee members should be composed of the following representations of valued partner 
groups within the school community. Small schools may have less than four (4) members). 

 

i.) Administration – Head Teacher/Principal (SLIP Leader) 
ii.) Teacher Rep. (over 15 staff include 2 gender reps.) 
iii.) Students – both genders 

iv.) Women Rep. (equal gender representations)  
v.) Parents Rep. (from P&CA, BOM/BOG)  
vi.) Church Agency Rep. 

 

2. Qualifications of the Members 
(The members of the SLIP Committee should possess the following qualifications) 

 

i) Well versed with the  SLIP concept 
ii) Has supported or is currently engaged in SLIP activities at school 
iii) Contributes towards the school growth through cash or kind 
iv) Has the ability to influence others and draw their support for SLIP activities 
v) One with the potential to sustain SLIP and to claim ownership of it 
vi) Is reliable and a well-respected member of the community  
vii) Demonstrate keen interest to support the development of the whole school affairs 
viii) Possess other school improvement qualities 

 
3. Roles and Responsibilities of the Committee 

(The SLIP Committee should function in the following key areas) 
 

i) Comply with SLIP meeting procedures 
ii) Plan and implement SLIP as required 
iii) Co-ordinate and monitor external SLIP activities and report where necessary 
iv) Ensure quality control and quality assurance measures on SLIP are adhered to  
v) Conduct Internal Reviews on SLIP with the school staff and community 
vi) Compile report on SLIP progress and the results 

 

4 Elaboration of Roles/and Responsibilities of the Committee 

(The roles and responsibilities of SLIP is elaborated for the Committees easy understanding and compliance) 
 

4.1 Comply with SLIP Meeting Procedures 

 

i) Prayers are said before and after the meetings 
ii) Formal agendas are done and members are notified in advance for the meeting  
iii) Before other agendas are deliberated, the current SLIP status report be presented 
iv) Decisions are made and implemented according to SLIP requirements 
v) Minutes of meetings are published for public information 
vi) Meetings must be held at school where SLIP is implemented 
vii) SLIP supporters and partners may attend meetings as observers only  
viii) Keep accurate SLIP files manually and electronically 

 

4.2 Plan and Implement SLIP 

 

i) Proper awareness must be done before any planning begins  
ii) All aspects of planning is done collaboratively by all relevant valued partners 
iii) All resources committed must be available at the school before the plan is done and approved 
iv) Implementation is done according to schedules in the “Annual Action Plans” 
v) Allocation of resources are made through need base analysis and prioritization 
vi) Provide suitable leadership at school during SLIP work days and meetings  
vii) Changes in the plan can only be made from thorough assessment and evaluation  
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4.3 Coordinate and Monitor SLIP 

 

i) All resources allocated are available and easily accessible 
ii) Progressive results are gathered and analyzed for follow up activities 
iii) The committee reports to BOG/ BOM on SLIP progress at the  end of each term 
iv) Replace resources including people that are incapacitated for better SLIP results 
v) Provide necessary leadership to sustain SLIP progression in the school  
vi) Ensure that SLIP  records and results  are updated and kept safely 

 

4.4 Quality Control and Quality Assurance of SLIP 

 

i) Conduct annual, bi-annual and triennial review on SLIP  
ii) Assess the progress on each of the seven focus areas of SLIP 
iii) Routine checks are instituted to ensure quality assurance functions are active 
iv) Conduct interviews with people who are assigned with specified tasks 
v) Evaluate the results and remedy the weak areas identified 
vi) Meet and discuss on the success and failures detected for follow up plans 
vii) Use checklists to indicate the achievements of intended outcomes 

 
5. Review and Report on SLIP 

 
i) Internal Review is done annually with reports available before the coming year 
ii) Assist External Review team with relevant information in its third year  
iii) Reports on SLIP is presented to the BOG/ BOM for information and approval 
iv) All SLIP documents are filed and kept in a separate file 
v) Every report produced on SLIP is documented and circulated for public information 
vi) Appropriate recommendations are made for SLIP improvements 

 

6. Suggestions for Bigger SLIP Schools (over 15 teachers)  
(The following suggestions are provided for bigger schools with over 20 teachers to implement in order to complement 
their SLIP activities). 
 

i) Student representatives can come from both genders with Upper and Lower grades 
ii) Number of committee members may increase, depending on the school sizes  
iii) Each  focus area is assigned to a committee member to lead and assist others 
iv) Student Representative Council (SRC) system can be engaged with SLIP activities and run their office 

using SLIP principles 
v) Teacher‟s curricular/delegated duties can involve SLIP focus areas to perform. 

 
7. External Resources Support To SLIP  
(School has reported that external resources were offered to SLIP but guidelines did not provide the avenue to 
accommodate such resources. In this case, while SLIP is used to expend the external resources like the GTFS fund, the 
following must apply) 
 

a) The community school acknowledge that this particular resource is coming in from the outside the school 
community and not within 

b) Strictly follow the set standards (policy, criteria, rules, etc.) that accompany the help that is given 
c) Apply the SLIP principles to do awareness, plan, implement and complete the internal and external reviews 

to get maximum benefit from the external assistance  
d) The annual internal review report on GTFS fund must be completed by the SLIP committee and checked by 
the external assessor  
e) The achievement and the acquittal reports on GTFS fund must be completed separately and sent to the 
resource provider through the Standards Officer 
f) External reviewers must provide appropriate guidance and training during the implementation  
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g) Reports copies of the internal and external reviews are sent to other relevant offices and also kept at the 
school including the SLIP file 

 
8. Expansion of SLIP Activities in Ownership School 
(The following list of activities are provided for advanced SLIP ownership schools to adapt whichever is applicable to 
their school settings)  

a) Initiate self-reliance projects to generate revenues to sustain SLIP 
b) Schools can declare a special „SLIP Day‟ annually to showcase their products or achievements 
c) Produce termly „SLIP Newsletter „and circulate for public information 
d) Rewards of shield, trophy, medals, badges and concessions are awarded to SLIP achievers 
e) Schools to have billboards, logo or banners of SLIP for information and recognition 
f) Incorporate practical lessons on PD and MAL lessons with SLIP activities/projects 
g) Encourage oral presentations, debates, quiz and essay competitions on SLIP related topics 
h) Involve parents to develop community based programs or activities to enhance SLIP  
i) Organize SLIP forum for valued partners to discuss other issues together with SLIP 
j) Celebration of SLIP can be determined only by successful achievement of outcomes 
k) Publish SLIP information in the public media 
l) Assist other schools that are weak with the SLIP concept to prosper 
m) Carry out basic research on SLIP and provide findings to the appropriate authorities and valued partners 

 

Note: This TOR is subject to review given the need and as per any recommendation or suggestion from any SLIP valued partner. 
 

ANNEX 5: YEAR 1 ANNUAL INTERNAL REVIEW REPORT FORMAT  
 
(Instruction: This is to be completed by the Head Teacher/Principal with the help of the whole school community in 
the first year of implementing SLIP) 
 

A. School details 
 

Name:………………. Sector: …………Level:………………… Agency: ……………LLG:……………… District: ………………Report No:………….  
Teachers (M)…………..(F)……………Total………………. (9) Students: (M)……., (F)…… Total……………….. 
 

B. System review to sustain SLIP (circle one only - yes or no). 
 

1. Did all the valued partners do the awareness together? yes or no. 
 
2. Did all the valued partners do the planning together? yes or no. 
 
3. Did all those valued partners who agreed to have their names in the plan carry out the activities? yes or no. 
 
4. Did the valued partners gather and provide all the evidences during the internal review process? yes or no. 
 
5. Did the HT/Principal write the report from the evidences provided by the valued partners? yes or no. 

 
6. Did the HT circulate the internal review report to the public and copies at the staff and students school notice 
boards? yes or no.  
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C. Assessment of the Outcomes that was achieved (as listed on year 1 annual action plan) 
 

1. Fifty (50) grade 7 Oxford English dictionaries were bought (K1, 500 receipts available). 
 
2. Twelve (12) in-service sessions were conducted (minutes available – no cost). 
 
3. Grade Ten (10) Blue step was repaired and used (K50 receipts available). 
 
4. Girls toilet door is fixed and used now (K328 receipts available). 
 
5. Four (4) BoG meetings were held (minutes available and decisions actioned - no cost). 
 
6. School telephone line installed and working. (Free installation – no cost). 
 
 

 

8. New computer set for the Head Teacher (not bought, K1, 500 lost by pickpocketing). 
 
9. Renting a Post Office Box number (HT‟s son on leave not in Kerema – no cost). 
 
10. School SRC not set up yet (Deputy Admin. is on Maternity leave). 
 

D. Issues or challenges 
 

1. GTFS fund not paid in full 2. K1, 500 lost money 3. Inspector has not visited 4. Unachieved annual action plan  
 

E. Suggestions for the next step (Policy Standards and Guidelines for SLIP) 
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1. Check and seek explanation from the GTFS Coordinator 2. BoG to discuss how to recoup the money or investigate the 
officer concerned 
 
3. Write to the Inspector for his visit and also inform his supervisor 4. Plan them in the next Annual Action Plan 5. 
Useful suggestions were made by the Inspector for improvement  
 

F. Recommendations 
 

2That the SLIP committee to work through the BoM/BoG/GC to address points D and E. 
 

2) That the SLIP Committee with the whole school community complete next year’s annual action plan 
 
3) Add another year to the three year rolling plan and celebration  
 

 

ANNEX 6: YEAR 2 ANNUAL INTERNAL REVIEW REPORT FORMAT  
 

(Instruction: This is to be completed by the Head Teacher/Principal with the help of the whole school community in the second year 
of implementing SLIP) 

 

A. School details 
 

Name:………………. Sector: …………Level:………………… Agency: ……………LLG:……………… District: ………………Report No:………….  
Teachers (M)…………..(F)……………Total………………. (9) Students: (M)……., (F)…… Total………………..  
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B. System review to sustain SLIP (circle one only - yes or no). 
 

1. Did all the valued partners do the awareness together? yes or no. 
 
2. Did all the valued partners do the planning together? yes or no. 
 
3. Did all those valued partners who agreed to have their names in the plan carry out the activities? yes or no. 
 
4. Did the valued partners gather and provide all the evidences during the internal review process? yes or no. 
 
5. Did the HT/Principal write the report from the evidences provided by the valued partners? yes or no. 
 
6. Did the HT circulate the internal review report to the public and copies at the staff and students school notice boards? yes or no . 
 

C. Assessment of the Outcomes that was achieved (as listed on year 2 annual action plan) 
 
1. Ninety (90) grade 10 science biology text books were bought (K7, 000 receipts available). 
 
2. All the Upper secondary teachers‟ guides and syllabus (free issue from Department of Education). 
 
3. Grade eleven (11) white step was repaired and used (K300 receipts available). 
 
4. Girls change room fixed and used now (K7, 000 some receipts available). 
 
5. Four (4) P&C A meetings were held (minutes available and decisions actioned - no cost). 
 
6. Buy 100 rims of photocopying paper. (K200 but donated free by Mr. Tau Amba, a local businessman). 
 
7. Boy soccer grand final (K2, 000 receipts available but went over by K1, 000). 
 
8. Three new computer set for the staff room (K4, 500 receipts available). 
 
9. Renting a Post Office Box number (not spent - K70 mail box not available in Kimbe). 
 
10. Finance support to School SRC for operation (K2, 000 with receipts available). 
 
D. Issues or challenges 
 
1. Whole staff not clear on how the SLIP processes works. 
 
2. Some receipts are not available. 
 
3. Governing Council meeting number two not taken place. 
 
4. Unachieved activities from the annual action plan.  
 
E. Suggestions for the next step 
 
1. Inspector conducts training on SLIP to the school staff. 
 
2. BoG/BoG/GC and SLIP committee find ways to collect the missing receipts. 
 
3. Hold the Principal responsible for not conducting the meeting. 
 
4. Plan the unachievable activities in the next Annual Action Plan.  
 
F. Recommendations 
 
1. That the SLIP committee to work through the Principal to address points D and E. 
 
2. That the SLIP Committee with the whole school community complete next year‟s action plan. 
 
3. Add another year to the three rolling plan and celebrate  
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ANNEX 7: YEAR 3 (a) EXTERNAL REVIEW REPORT FORMAT  
 
(Instruction: This is to be completed by the Head Teacher/Principal where the School Inspector has not visited the school on the 
third year of implementing SLIP) 
 
A. School details 
 

Name:………………. Sector: …………Level:………………… Agency: ……………LLG:……………… District: ………………Report No:………….  
Teachers (M)…………..(F)……………Total………………. (9) Students: (M)……., (F)…… Total……………….. 
 

B. System review to sustain SLIP (circle one only - yes or no). 
 
1. Did all the valued partners do the awareness together? yes or no. 
 
2. Did all the valued partners do the planning together? yes or no. 
 
3. Did all those valued partners who agreed to have their names in the plan carry out the activities? yes or no. 
 
4. Did the valued partners gather and provide all the evidences during the internal review process? yes or no. 
 
5. Did the HT/Principal write the report from the evidences provided by the valued partners? yes or no. 
 
6. Did the HT circulate the three internal review report to the public and copies at the staff and students school notice boards? yes or no 
 
7. Did the HT/Principal assist and provide three internal review reports to the Inspector to write the external review report? yes or no. 
 
8. Did the Inspector discuss the external review report with the school community? yes or no. 
 
Were other useful suggestions were made by the Inspector for improvement: yes or no.  
 
C. Assessment of the Outcomes that was achieved (as listed on year 3 annual action plan) 
 

1. Fifty (50) grade 7 Oxford English dictionaries were bought (K1, 500 receipts available). 
 
2. Twelve (12) in-service sessions were conducted (minutes available – no cost). 
 
3. Grade Ten (10) Blue classroom step was repaired and used (K50 receipts available). 
 
4. Senior girls toilet door is fixed and used now (K328 receipts available). 
 
5. Four (4) BoG meetings were held (minutes available and decisions actioned - no cost). 
 
6. School telephone line installed and working. (free installation – no cost). 
 
7. Both boys and girls basketball team uniforms (K2, 000 receipts available). 
 
8. New computer set for the Head Teacher (not bought, due to road block). 
 
9. Renting a Post Office Box number (HT‟s son on leave not in Kerema – no cost). 
 
10. School SRC not set up yet (Deputy Admin. is on maternity leave).  
 
D. Issues or challenges 
 
1. GTFS fund not paid in full. 
 
2. Inspector has not visited the school. 
 
3. Unachieved activities from the annual action plan to action.  
 
E. Suggestions for the next step 
 
1. Check and seek explanation from the GTFS Coordinator.  
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2. Write to the Inspector for his visit and also inform his supervisor. 
 
3. Plan them in the next Annual Action Plan. 
 
F. Recommendations 
 
1. That the SLIP committee to work through the BoM/BoG/GC to address points D and E. 
 

2.That the SLIP Committee with the whole school community complete next year‟s action plan. 
 
.3. Add another year to the three year rolling plan and celebrate  
 

 

ANNEX 8: YEAR 3(b) EXTERNAL REVIEW REPORT FORMAT  
 
(Instruction: This is to be completed by the External Assessor or the School Inspector when actually visiting the school on third year 
of implementing SLIP) 
 
A. School details 
 
Name:………………. Sector: …………Level:………………… Agency: ……………LLG:……………… District: ………………Report No:………….  
Teachers (M)…………..(F)……………Total………………. (9) Students: (M)……., (F)…… Total……………….. 

 

B. System review to sustain SLIP 
 
1. Provide your judgment on how each of the five steps of SLIP were useful in the awareness, planning, implementing, internal 
review and the external review. 
 
2. Carefully quality assures the reliability and quality of the three internal review reports provided. 
 
3. After completing the report discuss the external review report with the whole school community. 
 
4. Make sure the HT/Principal circulates the external review reports to the public and copies at the staff and students school 
notice boards. 
 
5. Make sure the recommendations from the three years are implemented and reported. 
 
6. Extensively complete the document search and consider the evidences provided before writing the external review report. 
 
 

 

1. Critically does quality check on all the measurable outcomes achieve, not achieved and reported in three last years. 
 
2. Check the acquittal reports against the outcomes achieved. 
 
3. Seriously note the areas not achieved and what the schools did. 
 
4. The remedies taken to improve the non-achievable outcomes.  
 
D. Issues or challenges 
 
1. Assess the issues and challenges reported by the school. 
 
2. Check on what the school has done to address each situation.  
 
E. Suggestions for the next step 
 

1. Provide guidance or direction as per each given situation presented above especially to improve the whole school. did 
others provide options for the school to improve like new policies, directions, changes, etc.  
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F. Recommendations 
 

1. Make specific recommendation on each situation that requires attention for change. 
 
2. This may include some good ideas outside from the SLIP report 

 
3. Be sure that the three year rolling plan and the coming annual action plans are done. 

 
4. Check or recommend for a small celebration  

 

 

 ANNEX 9: EXTERNAL REVIEW (ER) PROCESS for the EXTERNAL ASSESSORS 
 

                
 

 LIST OF ACTIVITIES  BEFORE ER    DURING ER    AFTER ER 
 

 1. ER membership (SO - •  Identify schools due for • Schedule of activities  •  Schedule of activities within 
 

  team leader)     ER   • Week‟s ER programme  four weeks 
 

 2. ER In-service (HT,   •  Read SLIP guidelines & • Areas of responsibility for ER  •  Preparation of ER report 
 

  Staff, SO)     circular    Team  •  Who writes what (editing, 
 

 3. Cost/IBE/Logistics   •  Read Internal & External • Documents check (SLIP, IR  due date, etc) 
 

 4. Report Writing     Review guidelines &   reports, exam results, finance,  •  Presentation of final report 
 

 5. Questions for ER    circulars    subject reports)  to school community 
 

 6. Provincial Education •  Formation of ER team • Consultation/Interview of target  •  Distribution/circulating ER 
 

  support     with their roles &    group: students, staff SGD,  reports 
 

 7. Awareness:     responsibilities    teachers, BOM, P&C, community  •  Self or team reflect and 
 

 
8. 

newsletter, media, etc •  Include ER costing in  • Justification of improvement  evaluate before the next 
 

 Follow ups     IBE   •  Site visit for improvement  ER  

 

9. Timetable 
   

• 
   

 

    Sufficient awareness for • Feedback to school community  •  Prepare to start the first  

 

10. Report templates and 
 

 

  ER schools       SLIP step  

  

samples 
          

 

     •  Schedule of activities for         
 

 

11. Internal Review 
          

 

    ER           
 

 

12. Policies 
              

 

    
•  Schools prepare for ER 

        
 

              
 

      • Consult previous           
 

       External Review reports         
 

      • Consult last three           
 

       Internal Review Reports         
 

      •  Consult last three years         
 

       of SLIPs           
 

      •  Aware of recent policy         
 

       shift and changes           
 

 ANNEX 10:  INTERNAL REVIEW (IR) PROCESS for the INTERNAL REVIEW TEAM 
 

               
 

 LIST OF ACTIVITIES   BEFORE IR     DURING IR    AFTER IR 
 

 13. IR membership  • Identify schools  • Schedule of activities  • Schedule of activities 
 

  (HT - team    due for ER  
• Week‟s IR programme 

  
within four weeks 

 

  leader)   • Read SLIP    
 

     

• Areas of responsibility for IR Team 
 

•  Preparation of IR report 
 

 14. IR In-service    guidelines &   
 

  (HT, Staff, SO)    circular  • Documents check (SLIP, IR  •  Who writes what (editing, 
 

 15. Cost (if any)   • Read Internal &   reports, exam results, finance,   due date, etc) 
 

 16. Writing the report   External Review   
subject reports) 

 
• Presentation of final  

 17. Questions for IR   guidelines &    
 

    

• Consultation/Interview of target 
  

report to school 
 

 18. BoG/BoG/GC    circulars    
 

  support   • Formation of IR   group: students, staff , teachers,   community 
 

 19. Awareness:    team with their   BOM, P&C, community  • Distribution/circulating IR 
 

  memo, toksave,   roles &  • Justification of improvement   reports  

  

etc 
      

 

     responsibilities  

• Site visit for improvement 
 

•  Self or team reflect and 
 

 20. Follow ups   • Include IR costing   
 

              
 

 21. Timetable                 
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22. Report templates • Sufficient • Feedback to school community evaluate before the next 

 

 and samples  awareness  IR 
 

23. Previous Internal • Schedule of  
•  Prepare to start the first  

 Review Reports  activities for IR  
 

   

SLIP step. 
 

24. Relevant policies • School prepare for  
 

  
 

   IR   
 

  • Consult previous   
 

   External Review   
 

   reports   
 

  • Consult last three   
 

   Internal Review   
 

   Reports   
 

  • Consult last three   
 

   years of SLIP   
 

   rolling plan   
 

  • Aware of recent   
 

   policy shift and   
 

   changes   
 

      
 

 

 ANNEX 11: SLIP TEMPLATES      

    A.  CHECKLIST FOR APPROVING THE ANNUAL ACTION PLAN  

   (To be used as a checklist by a Inspector prior to approval by the PEA or delegate)  

            
 No.    Criteria for Assessment Yes No Inspectors Action Comments  

 1 Annual Action Plan is collaboratively done in a meeting by:     

  • All Students          

  • All Teachers         

  • BOM/BOG/GC members      

  • P&CA          

  • Churches          

  • SLIP Committee members      

 2 Annual Action Plan indicates the use of approved format:     

  • Context statement         

  • Mission statement         

  • Vision statement         

  • 7 Focus Areas         

  •3 Rolling Year Plan         

  •1 Year Action Plan         
         

 3 There is a clear link from Context Statement to the Annual Action Plan.     

 4 Included in the plan are new changes and cross-cutting issues like:     

  • HIV and AIDS   • Counseling (BMP)     

  • Gender    • NQSSF     

  • WaSH    • Inspection (SBTA)     

  • EQUITV    • Curriculum (SBC)     

 5 The Annual Action Plan clearly shows:       

  •Number of Outcomes to be achieved clearly indicated     

  •How the activity will be done      

  •Names of people to do the activity are clearly written     

  • 30% infrastructure component      

  •40% on teaching & learning component      

  •30% cash grant to schools component      

  •All types of resources (timber, sand, cash, etc.) are all available at the     

   school for implementation      

  •Precise list of materials required with cost shown     

  •Exact target or due dates are stated      
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6 Some outcomes stated on Annual Action Plan don‟t require budget support.  
7 The document is done within 6 to 10 pages and no more.  
8 Annual Action Plan is done through the SMART principle that 

includes: specific, measurable, achievable, reliable and time related.  
9 SLIP is Kept Short, Simple and Specific (KISSS) 

10 SLIP is collectively planned, ready and agreed for approval by: 

 • SRC President Sign: 

 • BOM/ BOG/GC Chair Sign: 

 • Head Teacher/Principal Sign: 

 • Churches   Rep Sign: 

 • P&CA Chair Sign: 

 • Female Rep. Sign: 

 • SLIP Committee Chair Sign:  
11 If there are any NOs the Inspector must give immediate attention 

before proceeding any further.  
 
 
 
 
 

This Annual Action Plan is endorsed//not endorsed for the PEA/DA or his delegate to approve for implementation. 
 

Inspectors Name: ………………………. Sign: ……………………….   Date: ………………………   

       

 B.  Format for Documenting a SLIP Annual Action Plan - 2017  

         
1. State specific 2. What or how  3. When we will 4.What 5. Who will do  6. Indicators of 7.Review 

Outcome or we will do:  do and get them resources to be it – indicating  success- process to 

activity (use Strategy or  done indicating used – time, the names of  observable, gather the data 
numbers) to be method or way  the start & finish kina, people, person or  measurable, to make the 

Achieved? in which it will  time? stone, timber, persons?  tangible, etc. judgments and 

 be done?   driver, etc.    decisions 

         

         

         

          
 

 Principal/Head Teacher: _____________________________________   Date: ________________________  
 

 BoM/BoG/GC: _____________________________________________.   Date:________________________  
 

 PEA/DA/Delegate:  --------------------------------------------------------------------         Date ----------------------------------------   
 

           
 

 C.   GUIDANCE ON MANAGING SLIP EVERY THREE YEARS      
 

           
 

 12 Months of No. of   Monthly and Weekly Activities Improvement  
 

 

the Year Weeks 
         

Comments 
 

 

  Year 1   Year 2   Year 3  
 

          
 

               

             
 

   1. Verify  1. Verify  1. Verify   
 

 January 4 2. Approval  2. Approval  2. Approval   
 

   3.   3.   3.    
 

   4. Awareness  4. Awareness  4. Awareness   
 

   1. Implement  1. Implement  1. Implement   
 

 February 4 2.   2.   2.    
 

   3.   3.   3.    
 

   4.   4.   4.    
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  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Implement  

March 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   
         

  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Implement  

April 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Implement  

May 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Mid Review 1. Mid Review 1. Mid Review  

June 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Implement  

July 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Implement  

August 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Implement 1. Implement 1. Ext. Review  

September 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Int. Review 1. Int. Review 1. Ext. Review  

October 4 2.  2.  2.   

  3. Int. Report 3. Int. Report 3.   

  4.  4.  4.   

  1. Plan 2 new SLIP 1. Plan 2 new 1. Ext. Report  

November 4 2.  SLIP 2.   

  3.  2.  3.   

  4.  3.  4. Plan 2 new SLIP  

    4.     

  1. Verify 1. Verify 1. Verify  

December 4 2. Approval 2. Approval 2. Approval  

  3.  3.  3.   

  4.  4.  4.   
 
 

D. A SUGGESTED FORMAT FOR DOCUMENTING A SLIP PLAN AND ANNUAL ACTION PLAN 
 

School Learning Improvement Plan 2019 
 

 Focus Areas 2018 Outcomes  2019 Outcomes 2020 Outcomes  

 CURRICULUM      

 (Student Learning      

 Improvement Outcomes)      

 Need Based Staff      

 Development Plan      

 Leadership, Management      

 and Administration      
       

 Student’s Needs &      

 Welfare      
       

 Infrastructure      

 Maintenance &      
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Development  
School Governance &  
Community Relationships  
Budget Allocations  
Principal/Head Teacher: …………………………………………………………………………………… Date: …………………………… 

Board Chairperson : …………………………………………………………………………………… Date: ……………………………  
Provincial Education Advisor/Delegate: ……………………………………………………………. Date: …………………………. 

 
A school may decide to include signatures from the representatives of major stakeholders as a means 
of acknowledging assistance and support for the SLIP.  
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WE ARE WAITING 
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